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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we highlight three distinct approaches to 
studying rumor dynamics—volume, exposure, and content 
production. Expanding upon prior work, which has focused 
on rumor volume, we argue that considering the size of the 
exposed population is a vital component of understanding 
rumoring. Additionally, by combining all three approaches 
we discover subtle features of rumoring behavior that would 
have been missed by applying each approach in isolation. 
Using a case study of rumoring on Twitter during a hostage 
crisis in Sydney, Australia, we apply a mixed-methods 
framework to explore rumoring and its consequences 
through these three lenses, focusing on the added dimension 
of exposure in particular. Our approach demonstrates the 
importance of considering both rumor content and the people 
engaging with rumor content to arrive at a more holistic 
understanding of communication dynamics. These results 
have implications for emergency responders and official use 
of social media during crisis management. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During crisis events, individuals increasingly utilize social 
media platforms to search for and disseminate event-related 
information, offer social support and resources to those 
affected, check on family and friends, and share eyewitness 
accounts [6,24,28]. Despite the widespread use of these 
platforms during crises, many have questioned the viability 
of utilizing information in such settings for increasing 
situational awareness due to the prevalence of 

misinformation (i.e. false or inaccurate information). In fact, 
emergency responders have singled out rampant 
misinformation as one of the factors contributing to their 
reluctance to use social media as a source of actionable 
information during crises [11,14,32]. Responding to these 
concerns, scholars continue to explore the dynamics of 
misinformation—and more generally, rumoring behavior—
on social media, particularly during crisis events.  

Classical social science research furnishes us with two 
important ways of understanding rumor prevalence: (1) in 
terms of the amount of rumor-related information present in 
the environment, and (2) in terms of the number of 
individuals who have encountered or heard a particular piece 
of information. However, prior studies of rumoring in online 
spaces have often taken a narrower view of rumor dynamics 
[1,3,7]. Specifically, studies of online rumoring during crisis 
events often privilege the first framing by focusing primarily 
on the magnitude of rumor-related content over time. For 
example, in their study of rumor transmission on the Chinese 
microblogging platform Sina Weibo, Liao and Shi [18] 
explore the total number of messages, before moving on to 
consider and distinguish message volume along content/user 
categories. Likewise, Starbird et al. [29] focus their analysis 
on message volume to identify critical moments in the rumor 
propagation during the Boston Bombing. Spiro et al. [28] 
also model the rate of posts over time in their exploration of 
rumoring during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2011. 
Indeed, many recent studies on rumoring online focus 
primarily, or exclusively, on the raw magnitude of rumor-
related content over time, i.e. rumor volume.  

We argue that a volume perspective in isolation can miss 
important theoretical and practical dimensions of rumor 
dynamics such as the downstream resurgence of rumors. As 
such we reintroduce exposure as a vital component of 
rumoring, integrate it with the volume framing adopted by 
prior studies and apply this expanded perspective to an 
illustrative case study to investigate rumoring behavior 
online. In doing so, we are interested in identifying features 
of a rumor’s temporal signature that offer insight into how 
individuals respond to and interact with rumor content. In 
particular, from the perspective of exposure, we explore how 
an individual’s embeddedness in the larger social network 
may lead to specific rumor dynamics. We also consider how 
technical affordances of the system influence changes in the 
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information space, leading to increased or decreased 
prevalence of a particular rumor.  

In the work presented here, we emphasize the importance of 
understanding both rumor content and the properties of the 
individuals who engage with such content. We argue that a 
more complete picture of rumoring behavior can be had by 
integrating these perspectives with the existing focus on total 
volume of messages. Our main contributions are the 
following: 

 We expand on previously proposed approaches to 
quantifying rumor dynamics by emphasizing exposure to 
rumor content and illustrate the value of incorporating this 
perspective in an in depth case study. 
 

 We characterize rumoring behavior on Twitter during a 
hostage crisis event using ideas of rumor volume, 
exposure, and content production to reveal how both 
message and user characteristics can change the 
information space surrounding rumors. 
 

 We offer a typology for characterizing rumoring behavior 
along dimensions of volume and exposure to highlight 
phenomena critical to understanding rumor propagation. 

RELATED WORK 

Social Media and Crisis Events 
Social media has become a critical component of crisis 
response and recovery, both from the perspective of official 
responders and the general public. As such, there has been 
increased interest from social and crowd computing scholars 
in understanding how people use microblogging sites and 
other social media platforms during extreme events: natural 
disasters, technological crises, confrontations, civil unrest, 
terrorist attacks, etc. [12,13,19,23,25,28,31,32]. Previous 
work on crisis informatics has shown that when crises occur, 
these platforms are appropriated by those affected (both 
directly and indirectly) to share information, offer social 
support and resources, and collectively make sense of the 
event [19]. Emergency responders are also increasingly 
turning to social media as a channel for communicating and 
interacting with their constituents since these tools offer new 
venues for people on the ground to share eyewitness 
accounts, which at times are at odds with official response 
plans and narratives [12].  

Researchers and practitioners alike recognize the value of 
social media data as an information source during extreme, 
non-routine circumstances such as crisis events, yet many 
challenges remain. In particular, recent high profile events 
such as Hurricane Sandy and the Boston Marathon Bombing 
illustrate the potentially detrimental role that misinformation 
can play in this context [10]. Research on the spread of 
misinformation within and across social media during crisis 
events is still just beginning. However, sociological studies 
of the more general case of rumoring behavior have a 
longstanding tradition, and can offer important theoretical 

contributions to understanding how these phenomena unfold 
online. 

Rumor Theory and Dynamics  
In the social sciences, rumoring behavior is regarded as a 
social process of collective sensemaking through which 
individuals can understand situations characterized by high 
levels of uncertainty, anxiety and a lack of official news; it is 
precisely in these situations that rumors are likely to emerge 
[1,26,27]. Indeed, the crisis context was often used as a 
research environment in these early studies because it was 
ripe for rumors to spread [2,15]. Classical work on rumor 
dynamics points to characteristics that influence overall 
rumor prevalence, most notably the information’s 
importance and ambiguity; that is, prominent rumors tend to 
pertain to salient, topical content but with a degree of 
uncertainty or anxiety [2]. Importantly, this definition of 
rumoring behavior does not rely on the veracity of content; 
instead, rumors are treated as information or stories of 
unknown validity.  

A core aim in many explorations of rumor dynamics was to 
understand their spread or diffusion through a population. 
While these early studies discuss rumor prevalence in terms 
of information content, they more often conceptualize 
propagation through the number of individuals exposed to 
rumor content. They also primarily examine rumor 
transmission via face-to-face (FtF) interactions in naturalistic 
settings. This work suggested diffusion might be associated 
with both social and physical distance [7, 13,21,32]. More 
recently, many of these themes have been explored within 
social media spaces as well [20,28,31]. Collectively, these 
prior works emphasize theoretical frameworks for 
understanding rumor dynamics, and as such provide a 
valuable grounding for our research. However, much of this 
very early work suffers from a lack of empirical support. 
Though understandable due to the difficulty of studying 
rumors in informal FtT social networks, this motivates 
additional exploration of rumor dynamics. 

METHODS 

Background on Event Case Study 
On December 15, 2014 a lone gunman took 18 people 
hostage inside the Lindt Chocolate Café at Martin Place in 
Sydney, Australia [35]. The resulting 16 hour standoff, 
which began at 9:45am AEDT, ended tragically with four 
individuals being injured and the deaths of two hostages and 
the gunman himself after police stormed the building 
bringing the crisis to a close. The siege was characterized by 
many uncertain circumstances around the gunman’s 
motivations and police actions, resulting in a complex 
information space that spanned both traditional mass media 
outlets as well as social media platforms.  

Data Collection 
Our research team collected data during the Sydney Siege 
event for the explicit purpose of examining rumoring 
behavior during crisis events. Data collection utilized the 
Twitter Streaming API to track specific event-related terms 



and phrases including: sydneysiege, sydney, lindt, 
martinplace, and chocolate shop. Data collection 
started on December 15 at 11:06am AEDT and ended two 
weeks later giving an observation window of 14 days over 
which a total of 5,429,345 tweets were archived for research 
purposes. This is the data we use in the remainder of the 
paper. 

Identifying Rumors 
To explore online rumoring behavior during crisis events, we 
first identify a set of rumors and their associated (i.e. 
relevant) tweets. For the purpose of this study, building on 
sociological formulations of rumoring, we treat a rumor as 
information or a story of unknown validity. Rumors can 
therefore turn out to be either true or false.  

To identify rumors within the Sydney Siege corpus of tweets, 
we begin by consulting external sources (i.e. media reports) 
along with visual and text-based explorations of the Twitter 
data itself. Through an iterative process, rumor definitions 
are refined and then characterized by a specific search query 
designed to produce a low noise, comprehensive sample of 
tweets for each rumor. This strategy has been used with good 
effect in prior work on rumoring during crisis events [19]. In 
the case of the Sydney Siege data, our team identified five 
substantial rumors, three of which will be used as illustrative 
examples of the multi-perspective approach to rumor 
dynamics presented in this work1. 

Categorizing Tweets 
To capture various aspects of rumoring activity, we 
categorize, or code, each distinct tweet in each of the rumor 
datasets via a manual, qualitative coding process. Our coding 
scheme includes the following five, mutually exclusive 
categories: Affirm, Deny, Neutral, Unrelated, and 
Uncodable. Coders evaluate the content of each tweet and 
assign one of these five codes. In the analysis that follows we 
focus on tweets coded as Affirm, Deny, or Neutral. A tweet 
coded as affirm means that it endorses or otherwise supports 
the given rumor whereas a tweet coded as deny disputes or 
refutes the rumor. A tweet coded as neutral neither directly 
affirms nor denies the rumor but is still related to the story. 

Three trained coders manually code every distinct tweet in 
each rumor dataset (retweets and very close matches are 
removed for purposes of coding efficiency). For adjudication 
(i.e. when coders disagree), we apply a majority rules 
decision such that agreement by two or more coders 
determines the categorization. In the case where all three of 
the initial coders select distinct codes, we add a fourth coder 
to adjudicate. An inter-rater reliability analysis using the 
Fleiss’ Kappa statistic [8] was performed to ascertain 

                                                           
1 We decided to focus on these three rumors specifically because they are 
less noisy and have clear boundaries. The other two rumors focused on 
speculation around the political affiliations of the gunman and the status of 
Sydney’s airspace during the crisis. 

consistency among raters and found to be Kappa = 0.892 (p 
<0.001). 

Perspectives on Rumoring Behavior 
To develop a richer conceptual understanding of how rumor 
dynamics occur in Twitter’s information landscape during 
crisis events, we adopt (and advocate for) several different 
interpretive lenses. Each of these frames for exploring 
rumoring behavior is motivated by prior work within the 
social sciences [1,27], where studies focus on the number of 
people who have been exposed to a particular rumor. Unlike 
early work in FtF settings, however, studies of rumoring 
online stress the number of messages at any given time. Both 
areas of work have long been interested in serial transmission 
of rumors. We describe each of these perspectives, 
discussing their advantages and weaknesses. However, it is 
through combining these perspectives that we find additional 
insight that would have been missed by simply approaching 
our research question via one perspective. 

The Volume Perspective 
As many classical studies of rumoring suggest, the first 
interpretive lens through which one may explore rumoring 
behaviors is that of information or rumor volume. While prior 
work often uses notions of volume [16,19,20,22,28], studies 
rarely define their measure of volume. Volume can be 
quantified as the number of rumor-related social media posts 
observed in each discrete time interval. Here, we measure the 
volume, V, of the ith rumor, ri, at time t as the number of 
rumor-related tweets, m, observed at time t.2   

𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑚𝑟𝑖𝑡

Quantifying rumoring behavior through the lens of volume 
helps measure a rumor’s overall prevalence in terms of the 
sheer number of messages present in the information space 
at a particular point. Rumor volume captures the magnitude 
of the online crowd’s engagement in terms of observable 
actions—posting messages. Considering volume over time 
gives one view of how the rumor grows or shrinks in its 
lifetime. In particular, volume quantifies opportunities for 
individuals to encounter rumor-related tweets when 
searching the information space. As such, the volume 
perspective is well suited for questions about rumor 
magnitude over time, such as when does the rumor corpus 
reach its maximum size or how variable is the size of the 
rumor-related content over time. 

Moreover, volume calculations lend themselves to additional 
refinements; for example, here we consider both volume of 
rumor affirming tweets and rumor denying tweets separately. 
This additional dimension of the volume perspective helps 
us to understand the general direction of conversation with 
respect to the public crowd’s attempt at making sense of the 

2 While this formulation assumes complete data about each rumor, volume 
(i.e. the rate of messages over time) can also be easily estimated if missing 
data exists. 



rumor’s content. Volume signatures serve as a useful starting 
point for our analysis of rumoring behavior, aiding in the 
selection of unique time-windows for more in depth analysis. 
Rumor volume also provides an overall frame of reference 
through which to orient rumoring phenomena, as will be seen 
in the results presented below.   

The volume perspective also has limitations. Rumor volume 
is, by the definition above, agnostic to the number of 
individuals participating. In other words, observing a rumor 
volume of 10 messages could capture 1 tweet from each of 
10 people or 10 tweets from 1 person—two very different 
cases. In addition, the researcher must choose a discrete time 
window over which to count (i.e. measure) volume. As will 
be seen subsequently, choice of an appropriate window may 
vary depending on the phenomena of interest; one must 
consider the timescale over which the phenomena of interest 
occur in order to choose a window size. 

The Potential Exposure Perspective 
Rumoring behavior is not simply a function of the number of 
messages related to the story, but also the number of 
individuals involved. Indeed much of the sociological studies 
discussed previously originally conceptualized rumor 
propagation in terms of the number of individuals who had 
heard a particular rumor. In social media platforms, however, 
this is a challenging aspect of rumoring to measure. Our 
second perspective on rumoring behavior aims to quantify 
the magnitude of the population exposed to rumor content 
rather than focusing on the magnitude of the content alone. 

Measuring rumoring behavior in terms of the size of the 
exposed population is akin to measuring disease prevalence 
in the epidemiology field. As such, we define a rumor’s 
exposure at time t, Et, as the sum of the audience size a, for 
each rumor-related message posted at time t.  

𝐸𝑟𝑖𝑡 =∑𝑎𝑗𝑡

𝑀𝑟𝑖

𝑗=1

Quantifying rumor exposure on Twitter presents some 
notable methodological challenges. Ideally, to measure the 
size of the exposed population, one would be able to measure 
the number of individuals exposed to each message. While 
this may be feasible on some social media platforms, it is not 
possible given the current limitations of Twitter’s data API. 
Exposure on Twitter can potentially result from searching the 
public timeline of content, via following relationships or 
hashtag tracking, and through tweets embedded in external 
platforms. Unfortunately, many of these exposure 
mechanisms (e.g. tweets embedded in external platforms) are 
impossible to observe directly, and therefore extremely 
difficult to estimate. We can however estimate approximate 
exposure using an estimate of the audience size of the tweet 
author (i.e. follower count). Each tweet contains in its 
metadata the number of followers for the author’s account at 
the time the tweet was posted, allowing this approximation 
of message exposure to be easily computed. In a subscription 

system like Twitter, we believe this to be a reasonable 
approach; however, we recognize its limitations. We have 
deliberately called this an approximate exposure because in 
reality it is neither an upper nor lower bound on actual 
exposure. It is not an upper bound because exposure could 
occur outside of following relationships, as noted. It is also 
not a lower bound because there is no guarantee that all 
followers actually view a particular message. 

As with the volume perspective, exposure can be delineated 
by message attributes or categories. In our case, affirm 
versus deny distinctions are of particular interest. Estimating 
rumor exposure helps us to identify and compare posts from 
highly visible accounts versus those from less prominent 
accounts. Moreover, by considering the interaction between 
volume and potential exposure, we open spaces to interpret 
how different combinations of conditions might be 
impacting the information space in interesting ways. This 
might involve observing how a high potential exposure 
affirm tweet might be associated with a spike in volume 
occurring within the next minute but it could also point us to 
considering less observable effects. For instance, a high 
potential exposure denial tweet might help explain a sharp 
decrease in the volume of affirms if we consider that seeing 
a denial message might make some individuals less likely to 
tweet altogether rather than sending a message that takes a 
stance either way.  

The Content Production Perspective 
While both volume and exposure offer specific perspectives 
grounded in classical theories of informal communication on 
how to analyze rumor dynamics, each treats one tweet as 
equivalent to another tweet. However, in the context of social 
media platforms, retransmission or serial transmission of 
content is a prominent propagation mechanism and distinct 
from content produced by the original poster (i.e. author). 
While foundational work on rumoring also emphasized 
retransmission of content during crisis events [28,33], it was 
primarily because of the potential for distortion. Online, 
however, retransmission can be automated with the click of 
a button and allows for exact duplication of the original 
message. As such, distinguishing between original posts and 
re-posts is a particularly important component of rumoring 
behavior to measure. 

The third approach leveraged here aims to build on the 
previous perspectives to estimate the impact of ‘derivative 
content’ generated by tweets [29]. We distinguish between 
original content—posts that are actually written/composed 
by the author, i.e. non-reposts, and derivative content—all 
identifiable instances of downstream content that are direct 
or very close copies of the original. This content production 
perspective utilizes metadata attached to each tweet by the 
Twitter API in combination with additional post-processing. 
Therefore, while data collected from Twitter makes this 
computation relatively easy, the phenomenon of serial 
transmission is not specific to the Twitter platform, and can 
be applied in many different social media domains. 



Generally, tweets captured via the Twitter API are time-
stamped and embedded with information about whether they 
are retweets (i.e. re-posts) of a particular tweet or not. This 
tag can be used to identify original content and establish an 
estimate of derivative content for those messages. In certain 
circumstances (e.g. when a tweet author used a third-party 
client, retweeted a link using an external website, or simply 
copy pasted a tweet’s content to retweet ‘manually’), this 
information can be inaccurate; thus, to address this limitation 
we strip all tweets of text tokens such as “@”, “RT:” and 
URLs and chronologically order all copies, designating the 
first tweet as the original content and assigning all other 
copies and their derivative content values to this original 
tweet. These derivative content values are sometimes 
referred to as the derivative volume of a tweet. 

We also calculate derivative exposure, which we define as 
the sum of the audience size (i.e. follower count) for each 
tweet included in an original tweet’s derivative set. Although 
this value tends to be strongly correlated with the derivative 
volume in our data, it also gives voice to not just how many 
times the crowd engaged with an original message but also 
by whom, capturing important differences in the social 
embeddedness of these users.  

Viewing rumor dynamics from the perspective of content 
production versus content derivation aids the researcher in 
understanding the realized impact of a particular tweet both 
in terms of how many times it was picked up by the crowd 
and how far it might have grown (or been distorted) 
compared to its initial footprint. It also teases apart two 
different rumoring behaviors: (1) introducing novel 
information into the environment, and (2) supporting and 
propagating information that already exists, both of which 
are important components of the overall dynamics of a 
particular story. As such, the content production lens is 
particularly suited to research that explores the similarities 
and differences between these two types of engagement. 

Rumor Signatures 
Expanding upon the work of Maddock et al. [19], each of the 
three perspectives described above offers a unique lens 
through which we can explore rumoring on social media 
during crisis events. Data related to the Sydney Siege will be 
used to illustrate the value of combining these multiple 
perspectives, leading to a more complete picture of rumor 
dynamics. For each measure of rumoring, we articulate or 
visualize the behavioral signatures over time, digging deeper 
into particular aspects of these signatures and supporting 
these results with additional data and qualitative insights. 

FINDINGS 
In this section we illustrate a multi-perspective approach to 
exploring rumor dynamics during the Sydney Siege hostage 

crisis. Our analysis takes the form of a case study, developing 
descriptions of three rumors in particular and discussing the 
implications of our approach for studies of rumoring on 
social media during crisis events. Unless specified otherwise, 
all times are in Australian Eastern Daylight Time (AEDT).  

Rumor 1: The Lakemba Raids  
During the Sydney Siege, one emerging rumor asserted that 
the Australian Federal Police carried out home raids in 
Lakemba, a predominantly Muslim suburb of Sydney, in 
parallel to, or as a response to, the hostage crisis. We refer to 
this rumor as the “Lakemba Rumor”. This story turned out to 
be false, as authorities quickly denied these claims. 
Information suggests that the rumor may have originated 
from the sighting of twenty officers conducting a pre-
arranged tour of the Lakemba Mosque as part of a police 
induction day. 

We begin by considering rumor volume, separating out 
tweets in each of the three coding categories: affirm, neutral 
and deny, as well as distinguishing tweets via the content 
production classification, as seen in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Lakemba Rumor Tweets by Time                            

(10 minute intervals) 

The highlighted and labeled Section A, Figure 1 (11:40am to 
1:10pm) is a period of notable activity. Not only is volume 
at its highest in this window, but we also see a significant 
shift in response within the information space; the majority 
of tweets by volume change from affirming the rumor to 
denying during this window.  

While volume is the starting point, it is through our multi-
lens approach that we gain a better understanding of the 
rumor dynamics at play. In Figure 2, we compare volume and 
exposure for the period of time highlighted in Section A, 
Figure 1. Building from the basic rumor volume signature, 
shown in Figure 1, we now overlay the estimate  



 
Figure 2. Lakemba Rumor Tweets and Potential Exposure by Time (1 minute intervals) 

 

of rumor exposure. Each of the blue, orange, and green bars 
represents the total estimated exposure at a particular time. 
These bars are comprised of individual blocks (i.e. segments) 
each representing the audience size of one rumor-related 
tweet. Where the bars appear to be shaded black, the total 
exposed population is comprised of many tweet authors each 
with small audience size. In other cases, bars are visibly 
delineated into blocks, showing tweet authors with extremely 
large estimated audience size. 

Immediately obvious in this representation of rumoring 
behaviors are points in time where the volume and exposures 
perspectives move in tandem, and points where they present 
very different interpretations of rumoring behavior. In 
particular, during this time frame we see three trends: (I) 
tweets with low exposure that are followed by high volume, 
(II) tweets with high exposure that are not followed by 
increased volume, and (III) tweets with high exposure that 
are followed by a surge in volume. We inspect each of these 
three cases in turn. 

At 11:48am (Figure 2), a large news media outlet, Sky News 
Australia, entered the rumor by sending the following tweet: 
@SkyNewsAust (11:48am): NSW Police + AFP are 
raiding several homes in Lakemba right now. 
More #martinplacesiege #sydneysiege 

#sydneycafesiege (@PMOnAir) [Point 1] 

With 146,022 followers at the time, Sky News Australia 
seems to have had a significant impact in the information 
space. This particular tweet generated an estimated 137 
instances of derivative content and had a derivative exposure 
of 370,280. Together these results suggest that high exposure 
at Point 1 provided the catalyst to the subsequent surge in the 
volume of affirmations related to the Lakemba rumor. 

In Figure 2 we can also see a significant change in volume—
shifting from majority Affirm to majority Deny tweets 
around 12:35pm. Inspection of the data reveals the following 
tweet, sent at 12:50pm by the Australian Federal Police 
(AFP). 
@AFPMedia (12:50pm): Reports that the AFP is 
conducting search warrants in the Sydney 

suburb of Lakemba are incorrect.  
[Point 2] 

After this post (Figure 2, Point 2), the volume of denial 
tweets began to surge, going from 3 tweets per minute (TPM) 
to 62 TPM at 12:51pm. At the time, the AFP’s follower count 
was 2,569. The above tweet spurred an estimated 480 
derivative messages and its derivative exposure is calculated 
to be 1,886,840. 

This post illustrates a key example of an account with a 
relatively small audience size, and therefore low exposure, 
posting a tweet that leads to a large cascade—and high 
volume—of tweets. Perhaps more importantly, the crowd 
couples this behavior with a shift in overall opinion about the 
rumor (denials take over affirmations). 

Lastly, consider Figure 2, Point 3: 
@TweeterA (1:01pm): Rumors abound. 
#SydneySiege RT @AFPmedia Reports that the AFP 
is conducting search warrants in the Sydney 
suburb of Lakemba are incorrect.  
[Point 3] 

This individual’s tweet is a clear example of information 
with high exposure but low derivative volume. The follower 
count at the time was 105,106, but the tweet only produced 
6 recorded instances of downstream derivative content and 
had a derivative exposure of 20,014. While this post had a 
high initial exposure, it did not make it far in the information 
space of this rumor due to lack of serial transmission, 
suggesting it had a very low impact on the rumor’s overall 
propagation. 

Rumor 2: Ray Hadley Speaks to Hostages 
Our second case of interest centers on claims that an 
Australian radio host named Ray Hadley had spoken off-air 
to a hostage during the Sydney Siege standoff. This story was 
later confirmed to be true. We shall refer to this story as the 
“Hadley Rumor” in our discussion. 

As with the Lakemba Rumor, we approach this second 
illustrative case via the three perspectives outlined above. 
Figure 3 illustrates rumor volume, parsing out original 



content and separating the overall rumor signature into 
affirmations, neutral tweets, and denials. As with the first 
case, we highlight a specific time frame during which the 
majority of rumoring behavior took place and look at this 
time frame in more detail through the multi-perspective 
approach. 

The Hadley rumor had one ‘big moment’ when volume 
peaked at 79 TPM, as highlighted in Section A in Figure 3 
between 1:15pm and 2:20pm. As seen in Figure 4, viewed 
through the multi-lens approach, we find that tweets during 
this period have distinct initial exposure classifications: low 
exposure tweets and high exposure tweets.  

 
Figure 3. Hadley Rumor Tweets by Time (10 minute intervals) 

Just before the highest peak, at 1:29pm, the Australian 
talkback radio station where Ray Hadley worked, 2GB 873 
AM, sent the following tweet (Figure 4, Point 4). 
@2GB873 (1:20pm): Ray Hadley is taking an 
extended ad break as he's talking on the phone 
to a possible hostage. Listen live 

http://t.co/2MMBPUgplE [Point 4] 

At the time, 2GB873 had 14,947 Twitter followers. We 
consider this tweet a medium exposure tweet. However, 
despite not having high exposure, it generated a large 

cascade in rumor-related conversation volume. Nine minutes 
later, rumor volume peaked with 79 TPM at 1:29pm. 
Relatedly, this tweet from 2GB873 had a derivative content 
value of 57, which suggest that its content caught the 
attention of the public audience on Twitter during this time. 
Here, we illustrate a case where low exposure produces an 
increase in volume through multiple individual actions by 
downstream accounts passing along and amplifying the 
original message. 

Throughout this time, there were also multiple accounts with 
high follower counts involved in the conversation. Several 
intermittent smaller peaks followed the largest peak in 
estimated exposure; by 1:47 pm, the conversation volume 
was consistently at or below 31 TPM. At this point we 
observe The Australian, the biggest-selling national 
newspaper in the country [36], posting the following tweet 
(Figure 4).  
@australian (1:48pm): 2GB's Ray Hadley has 
been contacted by a #SydneySiege hostage. 

http://t.co/XDiHhoX95k [Point 5] 

At the time, The Australian had 228,209 Twitter followers, 
one of the highest initial exposures for a single tweet in our 
dataset. Within minutes, several accounts picked up the 
@australian tweet and re-posted it. This tweet had a 
derivative volume of 28, suggesting that the @australian post 
actually led to a secondary peak in exposure that corresponds 
to the same interval in which the original tweet was shared. 
The audience size of that account could be entirely 
responsible for the downstream spike, illustrating the power 
of a single tweet by a highly visible account.  

This particular example constitutes a high exposure tweet 
that was able to contribute to the increase or maintenance of 
rumor volume in the information space. Both sample tweets 
shown in this section contributed to an increase in overall 
volume and were able to generate high derivative content. 

 
Figure 4. Hadley Rumor Tweets and Potential Exposure by Time (1 minute intervals)



 
Figure 5. Suicide Belt Rumor Tweets by Time (10 minute intervals) 

Rumor 3: Suicide Belts 
During the Sydney Siege, there were claims that hostages or 
hostage takers were spotted wearing backpacks or some sort 
of wearable accessory that could contain an explosive 
device. This sighting generated a rumor that asserted the 
presence of suicide belts or vests during the siege. This was 
later confirmed to be false information. We refer to this at 
the “Suicide Belts Rumor.” 

As is familiar, we begin our exploration by considering 
rumor volume over time, distinguishing between notable 
categories and content production types. In Figure 5, we see 
that the rumor has two separate spikes in affirming tweets 
followed much later by an even larger spike of neutral tweets. 
This final spike consisted of largely informational tweets 
conveying details learned after the siege ended: 
@TweeterB (6:21pm): #SydneySeige MT @cnnbrk: 
Source: #Sydney hostage-taker was killed; he 
wore thick black vest &amp; authorities 
checked for explosives. 

The areas highlighted in Figure 5 (Sections A and B) again 
showcase moments with unique behavior due to the presence 
of multiple ripples. Even though these sections do not offer 
a high volume when compared to other areas of the rumor, it 
does offer an opportunity to explore multiple ripples in what 
may look like a more silent/non-active time window. Figure 
6 drills into the tweets captured between 11:10am and 
1:59pm where we find a collection of small echo waves 
produced after the first large wave of tweets. 
@NewsOnTheMin (11:24am): MORE: One of the 
terrorist inside the coffee shop is wearing 
backpack and vest, likely a bomb. #Sydney 

http://t.co/88FHhLw3qo [Point 6] 

This tweet (Point 6) is classified as an affirm tweet with a 
low initial exposure (at the time @NewsOnTheMin had 
4,101 followers). Despite its low exposure the tweet inspired 
39 instances of derivative content. Accounts with both large 
and small follower counts picked up the tweet and propelled 
it forward. Eventually the tweet reached an estimated 
derivative exposure of 279,175, which might have 
contributed to an increase in rumor volume. Not long after, 

ITV News, a British television program, tweeted the 
following: 
@itvnews (11:27am): Sydney terror suspect 'is 
wearing backpack which could contain 

explosives' http://t.co/zQH8o3CxRI  [Point 7] 

This tweet (Point7) was classified as affirming the rumor; it 
had an extremely high initial exposure since 522,238 users 
followed the account at the time of collection. The tweet was 
quickly picked up by multiple individuals with high and low 
follower counts alike and had a derivative volume of 90. This 
downstream content contributed to an increase in volume 
that is depicted as the highest spike in Section A of Figure 5. 

 
Figure 6. Suicide Belts Rumor Tweets and Potential Exposure 

by Time – Section A (1 minute intervals) 

This tweet is an example of how high exposure can 
contribute to an increase in overall rumor volume by 
inspiring derivative content. Interestingly, even though Point 
7 highlights a case with a disproportionately higher initial 
exposure than Point 6, both posts appeared to be salient to 
the Twitter audience, contributing to an increase in 
derivative volume and the total volume of the event. 



 
Figure 7. Suicide Belts Rumor Tweets and Potential Exposure 

by Time – Section B (1 minute intervals) 

Two hours after Point 7, @SputnikInt, a news agency and 
radio station, produced the following (Figure 7):  
@SputnikInt (1:39pm): Hostage-takers carrying 
'suicide belts' take hostages, demand to meet 
with Australian PM in Sydney Siege: reports 

http://t.co/64rzbxodKp [Point 8] 

The above tweet constitutes another affirm in this rumor’s 
collection. Interestingly, however, it has the opposite effect 
from the other two tweets highlighted in this section. Unlike 
its predecessors (posted by @NewsOnTheMin and 
@itvnews), this tweet from @SputnikInt fails to capture the 
attention of its public, even when the author had an initial 
high exposure with over 59,000 followers. This tweet had a 
derivative content value of only two tweets and the overall 
rumor volume level after publication did not increase 
substantially, as indicated in Figure 7.  

DISCUSSION 
In the results presented above, we noted several patterns 
visible when volume was coupled with initial potential 
exposure and derivative content. If we enumerate the four 
idealized categories that result from a simple binary 
distinction between high versus low derivative volume, and 
likewise high versus low exposure, we find that each 
observed phenomena can be classified within this 
framework. Moreover, in synthesizing our results, this 
theoretical construct of derivative volume-exposure paired 
effects can be used to frame a discussion of the implications 
and insight of bringing exposure back into the study of rumor 
dynamics. Here, we utilize this construct—seen in Table 1—
to draw connections among these patterns. 

 High Derivative 
Volume 

Low 
Derivative 
Volume 

High P. Exposure Giant effect Fizzle effect 

Low P. Exposure Snowball effect Babble effect 

Table 1. Theoretical Exposure-Derivative Volume Paired 
Effects 

To operationalize what is considered high versus low in our 
context, we calculate the mean derivative volume and 
exposure for all original content associated with each rumor. 
While this is a simple (and relatively coarse) measure, it 
proves to be effective in systematically classifying rumor 
effects such that important consequences can be discovered. 
We note, however, that appropriate distinctions between 
high and low volume/exposure may be context specific, and 
researchers should choose a threshold appropriate to the case 
of interest and data used. Applying this technique to the 
Sydney Siege data expands our understanding of rumoring 
behavior. We discuss each of the four named effects in Table 
1 in turn.  

Giant Effect 
During segments of high exposure and high volume, we 
observed that rumoring is being driven by what we call the 
“giant effect”. In these cases, rumor-related information is 
not only abundant but mostly derived from the posts of 
individuals with very high direct reach. Entering the 
information space with large initial footprints, these 
messages spur the creation of derivative content that shifts 
the overall volume signature of a rumor in noticeably 
significant ways. We often see official media and news 
outlets as big players in the giant effect category. An example 
of this comes from Figure 6, Point 7 in the Suicide Belts 
rumor when ITV News tweeted and spurred a surge in 
volume. 

Rumor content during such periods seems to be salient to the 
public and therefore reposted. Interestingly, giant effects are 
not restricted to rumor affirmations or denials specifically, 
but can result in both cases. Furthermore, although giant 
effects may be triggered from prominent actors such as mass 
media accounts or celebrity figures posting salient content, 
they can also emerge from the emergency responder 
community. Indeed, previous work in this area has 
demonstrated that local government officials often become 
targets for public attention during crisis events [34]. 

Snowball Effect 
We’ve categorized messages with low initial exposure and 
high derivative volume that drive increases in overall 
rumoring as “snowballs”. Like a small ball of snow rolling 
down a snow-covered hillside that gains momentum, mass 
and surface area as it rolls along, these messages begin from 
an initial state of small significance and build upon 
themselves to become an information avalanche. Snowballs 
are particularly interesting in this context because they reveal 
instances where the volume and exposure perspectives offer 
differing measures of rumoring. 

Often in crisis events, tweets from accounts with low 
follower counts get picked up by the crowd and diffuse at a 
large scale. For example, at Figure 2, Point 2 in the Lakemba 
rumor the Australian Federal Police’s account tweeted a 
correction of the false rumor. After this point, affirmations 
significantly declined and denials rose. This tweet’s initial 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snow


exposure was fairly low but it generated a high volume of 
derivative content.  

Another general trend the snowball effect supports is the idea 
that during crisis events Twitter users arrive at information 
through sources other than their social network ties, such as 
through search functions or external articles. This 
corroborates The Million Follower Fallacy presented by Cha 
et al. [5]. In the context of crisis response and recovery, this 
phenomenon has important implications. While emergency 
responders may initially have low exposure, they may be 
able to design content aiming for snowballs. Moreover, 
exposure can be very dynamic and emergency responders 
could easily turn into giants overnight when extreme events 
occur [34].  

Fizzle Effect 
The third effect has been named the “fizzle effect” and 
captures moments where there was high exposure and low 
volume. These incidents occur when accounts with high 
followers tweet information that is not repeated or spread by 
others, leading to low derivative volume. These messages 
fizzle out and are lost within the larger stream. As with 
snowball effects, fizzle effects highlight the differences 
between rumor volume and rumor exposure. 

It is also interesting to note when this effect tends to occur 
during the course of a rumor. We often see fizzles at the end 
of the signature, when the information space is dying out and 
activity has declined. Additionally, we see it during the 
crossover of Affirmations and Denials within rumors. This 
suggests that while a fizzle tweet may not increase volume, 
it may prevent an individual from tweeting false information. 
More specifically, a user may be exposed to a given tweet 
and instead of tweeting the same information, he/she may 
just not tweet the opposing information. We see this in the 
Lakemba rumor when the following tweet was sent out: 
@TweeterC (12:01pm): Be wary of reports about 
police raids in Lakemba, Australia -- not 
true: http://t.co/bFLkjEU9Fh 

Right around this time is when denials were introduced into 
the information space. Though the tweet fizzled, it is possible 
that individuals saw the tweet and while they did not pass 
along the information, they may have stopped from tweeting 
an affirmation.  

Babble Effect 
Our last derivative volume-exposure paired effect occurs 
during cases of low exposure and low volume. An account 
with low follower count tweets and the subsequent rumor 
volume remains low. This activity conjures images of 
shouting into the dark, or in this case, the general hum or 
incessant din of social media streams. Information is being 
added to the larger conversation but the source of that 
information has limited reach to others and content is 
insufficient to spark changes in volume. In the context of 
emergency response organizations, babble effects could be 
detrimental to response activities, because crisis-related 

information is much less likely to reach members of the 
public through a diffusion mechanism.  

Summary 
Rumor dynamics are a variable and complex example of 
collective behavior. On social media, especially during crisis 
events, rumors may differ by context and case, raising 
numerous challenges in measuring and modeling such 
behavior. As such, research frameworks that contribute 
generalizable theoretical constructs are rare. Not only are the 
expanded rumor signatures presented here advantageous in 
their simplicity, but they also allow the researcher to pull out 
concrete ideas matching qualitative features of rumor 
dynamics (e.g. our four volume/exposure effects) from very 
complex data, bringing important trends to light. Though 
here we demonstrate our approach using data from Twitter, 
these constructs can apply across many social media 
platforms. Indeed any environment that brings together 
people, information messages, and re-shares (e.g. Facebook, 
Pinterest, Instagram) can fit within our derivative volume-
exposure pairs.  

In the discussion above, we emphasize the implications of 

our results for emergency responders through each rumor 

effect. These implications are two-fold. First, being aware of 

the different types of effects a post may produce can help to 

design and direct crisis-related information. For example, 

making use of high potential exposure accounts combined 

with information designed for serial transmission could 

result in giant effects. Second, our approach highlights the 

fact that emergency responders should consider both 

messages and people when engaging with rumors. For 

example, misinformation posted by high exposure accounts 

could be more detrimental than posts by low exposure 

accounts. Moreover, it is important for emergency 

responders to understand how potential exposure may 

change over the course of the event. 

FUTURE WORK 
There are many ways to enhance the scope and applicability 
of the multi-lens approach to rumoring that we present here. 
Firstly, we intend to apply these constructs and replicate this 
analysis across a larger set of rumors and multiple events to 
evaluate this approach against more contexts. We also 
recognize that the measures used here are (purposively) 
coarse estimates designed to serve as simple starting points 
for qualitative interpretations and we intend to refine these 
significantly in the future. For instance, rather than 
computing values across the lifespan of rumors we intend to 
focus on more localized time windows around tweets when 
evaluating their impact. Together, these steps will help us 
evolve our understanding of the links between rumor growth 
and the impact of particular tweets and/or individual 
accounts. We hope that this in turn will enable us to build 
deeper and more robust constructs that inform our greater 
research agenda of rapidly detecting rumors on social media 
platforms in the future.  



CONCLUSION 
In this research, we adopt a mixed-methods approach for 
examining how individual messages related to rumors 
propagate on social media during crisis events. We identify 
three complementary perspectives – volume, exposure and 
content production – that integrate qualitative and visual 
interpretation with quantitative measures to highlight how 
these messages might affect overall rumor dynamics. We pay 
particular attention to incorporating estimates of rumor 
exposure as an important dimension of rumor dynamics that 
has been overlooked in prior work. To better ground and 
evaluate these approaches, we conduct an empirical case 
study where we analyze three rumors that spread on Twitter 
during the 2014 Sydney Siege. Our findings led us to 
articulating a conceptual construct that can inform future 
analyses in this area by exposing trends and helping generate 
new types of signatures for how rumors propagate.  
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